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CANOE AND KAYAK MID-POINT 
SPONSONS SAFETY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to canoe and kayak safety derived 

from mid-point sponsons that permit greater buoyancy vol 
ume than normal sponsons, for higher stability from both a 
larger righting arm as Well as more buoyancy force. This 
buoyancy force is most important When people With poor 
strength or ?tness, sudden illness or in capsiZing conditions 
require a sling to help them re-enter from the Water. Mid 
point sponsons, attached by only one point, can be pushed 
aWay from the hull upon re-entry, further immersing the 
sponson for greater buoyancy as Well as creating a longer 
righting arm aWay from the hull side. The mid-point spon 
sons attach to the canoe or kayak only at the mid-point of the 
sponsons, to enable the sponsons to rotate around the 
midpoint in order to reduce drag in Waves and simplify 
attachment and detachment to the canoe or kayak. 

A particular feature is permanent or semi-permanent 
attachment to the hull above the Waterline to eliminate drag 
unless in?ated, in Which case the in?ated sponsons are 
forced to immerse in the Water as shoWn in FIG. 2 of 
draWings, creating a massive stability arm instantly by gas 
cartridge, or in tWo minutes using a tWo foot long oral 
in?ation tube, Whether in?ated from the Water or the cockpit. 
When not in?ated each midpoint sponson Would be neatly 
stoWed in a small and rescue-emergency marked stoWage 
bag or covering that Would hold sponsons upWard from the 
Waterline. Such an arrangement ensures that the sponsons 
rest sleekly and unobtrusively along the hull side When not 
deployed, each protected by an emergency stoWage bag or 
covering and the midpoint sponson attachment point to the 
strap, shoWn in FIG. 2 as slightly beloW the Waterline 13, 
Would be instead someWhat above the Waterline to eliminate 
drag almost entirely. LikeWise an attachment point directly 
to the hull Would be above the design Waterline to eliminate 
all drag. 

2. Prior Art 

Canoes and Kayaks are dangerous in capsiZing conditions 
such as Winds and Waves. Winds can occur suddenly Without 
clear Warning. Canoes and kayaks cannot be paddled fast 
enough to escape these natural threats. CapsiZed kayaks and 
canoes are ?ooded and cannot be reliably rescued except by 
larger craft such as Coast Guard Rigid In?atable boats, With 
large air-?lled sponsons on a rigid hull. These are the most 
stable small poWercraft in the World, and Coast Guards use 
them around the World. 

Kayaks cannot be rescued reliably by Eskimo rolling 
because experts are left in the same capsiZing conditions as 
before capsiZe, if they successfully roll up (after their 
bracing skills have just been inadequate to prevent capsiZe 
in the ?rst place.) Most experts admit they do not roll With 
100 per cent reliability since they normally do not practise 
rolls in all capsiZing conditions, or they are paddling kayaks 
loaded differently from practice, perhaps using different 
paddles or suffering from seasickness or other ailments that 
are only a feW of doZens of different circumstances that 
make rolls unreliable, such as capsiZing conditions. FeW 
experts are fortunate to roll repeatedly in capsiZing condi 
tions When Water intrudes under sprayskirts With each roll, 
making kayaks increasingly less stable, and rolls less reli 
able. Kayak rolling is not at all possible for most of the 
public, let alone With any degree of reliability as required for 
safety. Canoe rolling is not normally possible except in 
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2 
specially equipped open canoes With massive internal ?o 
tation and young and ?t experts highly practised in this 
re?ned technical skill. Only normal sponsons noW provide 
reliable rescues due to normal sponsons providing high 
secondary stability coupled With the inevitable ?ooded 
kayak cockpit upon capsiZe. The Weight of Water is stabi 
liZed by sponsons, not sloshing transversely to destabiliZe 
kayaks and canoes, and creates ballast stability coupled With 
the righting arm of sponson buoyancy in capsiZing condi 
tions. Sponsoned kayaks and canoes are much more stable 
than before capsiZe. Rolling is practised by some groups 
With great enthusiasm and enjoyment, no matter hoW unre 
liable in capsiZing conditions. There is a cult belief in the 
safety of rolls and ritualiZed practice, no matter hoW unre 
liable. 
Some groups recogniZe that rolls need back-up safety and 

use a paddle?oat, While recogniZing that paddle?oat rescues 
are less reliable than the rolls they backup. The paddle?oat 
rescue uses a ?oat on the end of a paddle as a lever to assist 

on re-entry of kayaks. This does not stabiliZe the kayak upon 
reentry and is condemned as a “calm Water rescue” by the 
British Canoe Union and others World Wide. The one-side 
lever recapsiZes paddlers by rising on Waves or submerging 
and tripping the kayak in Waves, and it regularly breaks the 
most expensive lightWeight paddles When used as a lever for 
a load Weight that paddles are not designed to carry. The 
kayaker is not stabiliZed adequately While pumping out 
cockpit Water, a long and tiring task using a pump that 
requires 2 hands through an opening in the spray skirt that 
attempts to prevent more Water from ?ooding in. But even 
small one foot Waves Wash over any ?ooded, or loaded 
kayak and re?ll it. Calm Water avoids this problem. Spray 
skirts are aWkWard and permit gradual intrusion of Water in 
normal situations apart from emergencies. Finally the paddle 
must be retrieved from behind the seated paddler and the 
paddle?oat removed in capsiZing conditions. This is a pre 
carious procedure and usually results in recapsiZe since the 
capsiZed victim is less stable than before capsiZe When a 
paddle Was available for bracing strokes, to stabiliZe the 
kayak. 
Open canoes cannot be paddled to safety While ?ooded 

due to insuf?cient buoyancy and stability, although optimis 
tic and misleading instruction states the contrary. Flooded 
canoes Without sponsons simply roll over When re-entry 
attempts are made. DoZens of Well documented coroner 
inquests into canoeing deaths con?rm this reality. Expert 
canoeists Without sponsons die of hypothermia in Wilderness 
areas after capsiZe, When Winds build in strength Without 
clear Warning, or river Waves ?ood canoes. Sponsoned 
canoes survive descents of large rivers Without capsiZe due 
to high secondary stability in rapids. 

Assisted rescues for canoes and kayaks are highly cir 
cumstantial and risk the lives of Would-be rescuers in 
emergency conditions. Some experts agree to “suicide 
pacts”, not attempting to rescue one-another in emergencies 
lest the rescuers capsiZe too. Loaded canoes cannot be lifted 
and emptied over the gunWale of a rescuing canoe in 
capsiZing conditions, any more than many hundreds of 
pounds of loaded kayak can be lifted out of the Water. Even 
unloading heavy packs from open canoes Will risk the group 
due to exposure from lost clothes, food, tents. (Such heavy 
packs are usually Waterproofed and Will provide interior 
?otation if secured Within, since they do ?oat and prevent 
the same volume of heavier Water from occupying the space 
and sinking the craft loWer in the Water. Heavy packs cannot 
be retrieved in capsiZing conditions Without capsiZing open 
canoes and all of these futile emergency operations leave 
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victims in the cold Water too long to avoid hypothermia. 
They cannot Work hands after only a feW minutes, although 
it may be hours before the body core temperature is loW 
enough to kill. Even if these operations Were remotely 
possible, canoes and kayaks simply re?ood in the same 
Waves and Wind that have not mysteriously disappeared, in 
reality.) Sponsoned canoes and kayaks do not depend on 
removal of Water inside but use it as ballast stability. All 
kayaks and canoes must have suf?cient internal ?otation in 
the ends or they are death traps. 

All of the above information has been Well-documented in 
major canoe and kayak publications, although not in a 
logically consistent fashion. Authors and instructor groups 
contradict each others’ emphases on particular safety 
techniques, increasing the safety risks for the public. The 
quick and reliable transformation of all canoes and kayaks 
into life rafts, that can reliably rescue victims from cold 
Water (and even be paddled or toWed, so stabiliZed, to a safe 
shore), is the most strategic and comprehensive safety 
possible. In comparison all other rescues are highly 
circumstantial, dependent on magical thinking that condi 
tions leading to emergency capsiZes have suddenly disap 
peared or that highly practised technical skills Will be 
reliable, and even repeatedly reliable (although apparently 
not reliable enough to avoid capsiZe in the ?rst place.) 
Sponsons replace irrational safety opinions With scienti? 
cally proven strategic stability that can be replicated 
anyWhere, anytime, according to scienti?c method, in min 
utes or even seconds. Mid-point sponsons create a much 
more poWerful stability equation than normal sponsons, to 
dramatically change the irrational safety climate that instruc 
tors and manufacturers have created, both unintentionally 
and from habit, to make money from repeated lessons. 
Instruction based on realistic paddling skills, judgment 
skills, Weather reading etc, is extremely WorthWhile. Spe 
cious and inconsistent instruction is confusing and ulti 
mately kills the public. 

It is desirable to create mid-point sponsons because 
midpoint sponsons can provide greatly increased stability, 
more than double the stability of normal sponsons, While 
permitting normal paddling With only a small drag penalty 
over normal sponsons (US. Pat. No. 4,838,196). Mid-point 
sponsons can provide a dramatic righting arm to permit a 
disabled paddler to step into a sling, using large leg muscles 
to get back into a kayak or canoe. Normal sponsons cannot 
provide as great a lever arm While still permitting normal 
paddling or sailing. 

Mid-point sponsons dramatically, by simple observation, 
refute the unscienti?c opinions of some poorly educated 
“naval architects” Who do not understand secondary stabil 
ity; since the midpoint sponsons are not fully immersed 
eXcept upon re-entry, and otherWise ?oat almost entirely out 
of the Water unless the kayak or canoe is leaned, Whereupon 
the massive righting arm acts impressively, like the massive 
air sponsons on Coast Guard Rigid In?atable Rescue Boats. 

The unfortunate habits of safety instruction die hard, even 
among the most Well-intentioned instructor organiZations. 
The most poWerful demonstration of mid-point sponsons is 
required, to change safety instruction. This most poWerful 
demonstration Would appear to be permanent or semi 
permanent attachment to the hull above the Waterline to 
eliminate drag unless in?ated, in Which case the in?ated 
sponsons are forced to immerse in the Water as shoWn in 
FIG. 2 of draWings, creating a massive stability arm 
instantly by gas cartridge, or in tWo minutes using a tWo foot 
long oral in?ation tube, Whether in?ated from the Water or 
the cockpit. When not in?ated each midpoint sponson would 
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be neatly stoWed in a small and rescue-emergency marked 
stoWage bag or covering that Would hold sponsons upWard 
from the Waterline. Such an arrangement ensures that the 
sponsons rest sleekly and unobtrusively along the hull side 
When not deployed, each protected by an emergency stoW 
age bag or covering, and the midpoint sponson attachment 
point to the strap 13, shoWn in FIG. 2 as slightly beloW the 
Waterline, Would be someWhat above the Waterline to elimi 
nate drag almost entirely. LikeWise an attachment point 
directly to the hull Would be above the design Waterline to 
eliminate all drag. Clearly the instant in?ation by gas 
cartridge of such poWerful stability and seaWorthiness, could 
not be easily dismissed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention reduces some of the problems of 
the prior art by providing much greater stability than normal 
sponsons (at least double) While still permitting normal 
paddling to safety With only slightly more drag than normal 
sponsons. Canoe and kayak mid-point sponsons attach to the 
canoe or kayak only at the mid-point of the sponsons, to 
enable the sponsons to rotate around the midpoint in order 
to reduce drag in Waves and simplify attachment and detach 
ment to the canoe or kayak, While also permitting a much 
greater sponson buoyancy volume Without interfering With 
normal paddling to safety. This buoyancy force is most 
important When people With poor strength, health, or ?tness 
require a sling to help them reenter from the Water. Mid 
point sponsons, attached by only one point, can be pushed 
aWay from the hull upon re-entry, further immersing the 
sponson for greater buoyancy as Well as creating a longer 
righting arm aWay from the hull side. Sponsons normally 
eXtend from the lines of the hull along the Waterline on both 
sides and do not ?oat independently of the incline of the hull 
When paddled into Waves, as is the case of mid-point 
sponsons. Sponsons are normally not as short as mid-point 
sponsons, but are longer and much thinner to facilitate 
paddling. Mid-point sponsons are much thicker but are also 
shorter to facilitate normal paddling. Mid-point sponsons 
permit a much greater buoyancy volume While also permit 
ting normal paddling. The sponsons are connected beloW the 
Waterline by material such as a strap that can be adjusted in 
length to ?t canoes and kayaks of differing Widths. The 
sponsons are connected to the canoe or kayak above the 
Waterline by material such as a strap and tWo secure clips or 
snap hooks extending to kayak deck ?ttings adjacent the 
cockpit or a canoe middle thWart, in such a manner as to 
facilitate normal paddling of the stabiliZed craft in life 
threatening emergencies. Alternatively the mid-point spon 
sons can be directly attached to both sides of the hull near 
the Waterline. The sponsons can be any buoyancy system 
including solid buoyant material, Waterproof and airtight 
stoWage bags containing bulky lightWeight items such as 
sleeping bags, orally in?atable sponson ?oats, and gas 
cartridge in?atable sponson ?oats. 
The mid-point sponsons, according to the invention con 

sist tWo buoyant sponson ?oats, shorter and thicker than 
normal sponsons (US. Pat. No. 4,838,196). The sponsons 
are thick enough that they can be in?ated by a paddler sitting 
in the cockpit of a kayak While leaning forWard, Without 
needing a long in?ation tube to orally in?ate from the 
cockpit. The sponsons are thick enough to in?ate from the 
Water after capsiZe Without the victim’s head coming too 
close to the hard boat hull While orally in?ating the spon 
sons. Alternatively the midpoint sponsons can be secured on 
the rear deck of a kayak, already in?ated, or Within an open 
canoe. The mid-point sponsons might consist of tWo sealed, 
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waterproof and watertight stowage bags that contain only 
large, lightweight bulky items like a sleeping bag and 
stowed on deck or within as above, ready to deploy. Deploy 
ment of such sealed, already in?ated ?oats, or ?oats made 
from buoyant material is normally accomplished from the 
water after capsiZe by attaching the nearest sponson to the 
deck hardware of a righted but ?ooded kayak by means of 
a secure clip or snap hook, etc. On open canoes the nearest 
sponson is normally attached to the middle thwart. The 
remaining ?oat is pushed under the canoe or kayak to the 
other side and clipped. This is easily accomplished by 
pushing with an arm or leg, the buoyant force insufficient to 
impede this operation, although this same buoyant force is 
multiplied when in place as a righting lever arm. The 
remaining clip is attached to the deck hardware or middle 
thwart on the other side. Alternatively ?oats can attach 
directly to fastening points on the hull, near the waterline. In 
this case it may be easier to clip the ?oats directly to the hull 
of an overturned kayak or canoe, then gripping one ?oat, 
lean back to use body weight to submerge other ?oat and ?ip 
canoe or kayak upright. This is easier than ?ipping a righted 
sponsoned canoe or kayak over (i.e. capsiZe) because water 
ballast and paddler body weight are coupled with sponson 
righting arm for much greater secondary stability and body 
core out of cold water to avoid hypothermia. 

The mid-point sponsons have great enough righting arm 
to be used with a simple stirrup or sling to assist disabled 
victims back into the boat. The mid-point sponsons may be 
clipped to deck hardware adjacent the kayak cockpit aft of 
the cockpit because the deck is lower and ?atter aft to make 
re-entry easier. Mid-point sponsons are always clipped 
between the cockpits on a double kayak because this is the 
widest point of beam, (as is the middle thwart of any open 
canoe), to create the greatest stability arm from any given 
sponson ?oat. Alternatively, mid-point sponsons may be 
preferred forward of the kayak cockpit as they may interfere 
less with paddling strokes, particularly steering strokes. Also 
they are visible to the paddler there and may be reached 
easily by leaning forward, to de?ate slightly to decrease 
drag, or to unclip and de?ate entirely, to stow when an 
emergency is passed. (Or when sailing, swimming, 
sunbathing, napping, snorkelling or swimming is passed. 
You may want a much more stable canoe or kayak for 
recreational uses, as well as safety.) The forward sponsons 
can be deployed from the cockpit by leaning forward to 
orally in?ate, then sliding them forward and clipping to the 
deck hardware forward of the cockpit. 

Finally the mid-point sponsons can be clipped to the 
canoe or kayak and then in?ated immediately by means of 
a gas cartridge. This would be similar to Coast Guard 
approved in?atable lifejackets for people, but stabiliZing 
instead kayaks and canoes in a most impressive, fast, and 
failsafe manner. And at much less cost than drysuits that are 
causing extreme discomfort to paddlers to the point of 
heatstroke. Overheated paddlers have died by not wearing 
dry suits properly Zipped up, that become ?ooded with water 
inside and make it impossible to swim or get out of the water 
without outside help. Mid-point sponsons can guarantee that 
they can get out of cold water and live without risk of 
heatstroke, at a cost as little as $20 US. in large economies 
of scale, sponsons for every kayak and canoe. This compares 
to more than $400 US. per drysuit, retail. 
A particular feature is permanent or semi-permanent 

attachment to the hull above the waterline to eliminate drag 
unless in?ated, in which case the in?ated sponsons are 
forced to immerse in the water as shown in FIG. 2 of 
drawings, creating a massive stability arm instantly by gas 
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6 
cartridge, or in two minutes using a two foot long oral 
in?ation tube, whether in?ated from the water or the cockpit. 
When not in?ated each midpoint sponson would be neatly 
stowed in a small and rescue-emergency marked stowage 
bag or covering that would hold sponsons upward from the 
waterline. Such an arrangement ensures that the sponsons 
rest sleekly and unobtrusively along the hull side when not 
deployed, each protected by an emergency stowage bag or 
covering, and the midpoint sponson attachment point to the 
strap 13, shown in FIG. 2 as slightly below the waterline, 
would be somewhat above the waterline instead, to elimi 
nate drag almost entirely. Likewise an attachment point 
directly to the hull would be above the design waterline to 
eliminate all drag. It should be noted that material such as a 
single strap running under the hull of a kayak or canoe near 
the mid-point cannot cause any signi?cant drag at all, due to 
the fact that water is in turbulent ?ow at this point of the hull 
anyway, unlike the area of laminar ?ow. 

The invention, as exempli?ed by a preferred embodiment, 
is described with reference to the drawings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed top view of the mid-point sponsons 
attached to a single cockpit kayak, forward of the cockpit. 
The mid-point sponsons are in?ated by means of the short 
in?ation tube shown in the centre of each sponson. 

FIG. 2 is a simpli?ed transverse section showing the 
in?ated sponsons attached to a kayak by means of a single 
length of material such as a strap with a clip. 

FIG. 3 is a simpli?ed top view of the mid-point sponsons 
attached to an open canoe. 

DETAILED DISCLOSURE 

Referring to FIGS. 1 through 3 mid-point sponsons 10 
according to the invention are attached to a kayak adjacent 
the cockpit by a single length of material such as a strap 11. 
The mid-point sponsons 10 are attached adjacent to the 
cockpit or to the middle canoe thwart, but permit normal 
paddling. The mid-point sponsons are in?ated by means of 
a short in?ation tube 12. The strap 11 is attached to the 
mid-point of each sponson by a simple clip or knot 13. The 
mid-point sponsons are held down in the water by the clip 
or knot 13 allowing most of the sponsons to ?oat above the 
waterline, to ensure secondary buoyancy when the kayak or 
canoe is heeled but minimiZe the amount of sponson 
immersed to reduce drag when paddled or towed. The 
mid-point sponsons rotate around the strap attachment point 
13 at the mid-point of each sponson, to reduce drag when 
paddling into waves as the front of each sponson can rise 
independently of the hull, reducing the amount of drag that 
would be created by immersed volume if they were not 
allowed to follow the slope of a wave, and dug into the face 
of each wave instead. 

The sling 14 is a simple strap or stirrup for disabled 
paddlers to step into, to use large leg muscles to hoist body 
weight out of the water and into the kayak or canoe. The 
paddler also pushes the sponson to which the sling 14 is 
attached down in the water and outward from the hull for the 
maXimum righting arm that can be produced from the ?oat 
upon re-entry. Each midpoint sponson 10 can do this 
because it is attached to the hull only at the single mid-point 
13. Otherwise the force of buoyancy maintains minimal 
sponson immersion for reduced drag. If a sling is needed 
then the mid-point sponsons 10 would likely be attached aft 
of the kayak cockpit where the deck is lower and ?atter for 
re-entry. 
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Attachment forward of the kayak cockpit may be pre 
ferred because the midpoint sponsons 10 are visible and 
easily reached by leaning forward, to de?ate the sponsons 
slightly by means of the in?ation tube 12 to reduce drag. Or 
the sponsons can be de?ated entirely, detached and stoWed 
securely if not needed for safety or recreational pursuits for 
Which stability is desirable. The mid-point sponsons can be 
deployed from the cockpit, leaning forWard to orally in?ate 
using the in?ation tube 12. And then sliding them forWard to 
attach to the deck hardWare. Normally after capsiZe mid 
point sponsons 10 are deployed on an upright ?ooded kayak 
or canoe from the Water, attaching a mid-point sponson to 
the nearest deck hardWare or canoe thWart ?rst, then in?at 
ing the remaining far-side mid-point sponson and pushing it 
under the hull. (Full or partial in?ation assists this task, 
popping up on the far side to clip to the far side deck 
hardWare by reaching over the loW ?ooded kayak.) Then 
in?ate the remaining near-side sponson and re-enter. 
A particular feature is permanent or semi-permanent 

attachment to the hull above the Waterline to eliminate drag 
unless in?ated, in Which case the in?ated sponsons are 
forced to immerse in the Water as shoWn in FIG. 2 of 
draWings, creating a massive stability arm instantly by gas 
cartridge, or in tWo minutes using a tWo foot long oral 
in?ation tube, Whether in?ated from the Water or the cockpit. 
There may be immersion ef?ciency advantages to a square 
or rectangular cross-section over round as shoWn. Also a 
sliding attachment point 13, able to be locked in either 
immersion or no drag positions on a single strap, cord, or 
Wire could be advantageous as Well. 

When not in?ated each midpoint sponson Would be neatly 
stoWed in a small and rescue-emergency marked stoWage 
bag or covering that Would hold sponsons upWard from the 
Waterline. Such an arrangement ensures that the sponsons 
rest sleekly and unobtrusively along the hull side When not 
deployed, each protected by an emergency stoWage bag or 
covering and the midpoint sponson attachment point to the 
strap 13, shoWn in FIG. 2 as slightly beloW the Waterline, 
Would be someWhat above the Waterline to eliminate drag 
almost entirely. LikeWise an attachment point directly to the 
hull Would be above the design Waterline to eliminate all 
drag. 

These procedures are similar With open canoes Whether 
deployed from the Water or from the interior of the canoe. 

OPERATION 

Referring to FIGS. 1 through 3 it can be seen that 
mid-point sponsons 10 permit normal paddling While 
deployed either fore or aft of the kayak cockpit. (Or betWeen 
the cockpits of double kayaks, at the point of maXimum 
beam for highest secondary stability.) Mid-point sponsons 
10 attach to the middle thWart of open canoes, the point of 
maXimum beam. Only a single length of material such as a 
strap 11 attaches mid-point sponsons 10 to a canoe or kayak 
for ease of attachment and detachment. The strap 11 attaches 
to the mid-point of each sponson 13 to alloW: a) each 
sponson to rotate around point 13 independent of the hull, to 
minimiZe immersed drag paddling into Waves, b) each 
sponson to be pushed doWn into the Water and aWay from the 
side of the hull for maXimum righting lever upon re-entry, c) 
each sponson to normally ?oat above the Waterline With 
minimal immersed volume and drag While paddling, While 
ensuring optimal and massive secondary stability When 
leaned. Mid-point sponsons 10 create highly visible as Well 
as high-poWered secondary stability, to refute dangerous 
myths, perpetrated by ignorance, that Wide kayaks and 
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canoes With massive secondary stability are less stable in 
large breaking Waves than narroW canoes and kayaks. 

It can be seen that mid-point sponsons 10 can be deployed 
on canoes and kayaks from the interiors or cockpits 
respectively, or from the Water after capsiZe. They can be 
fully in?ated and secured on the rear decks of kayaks or 
inside canoes, before deployment in emergencies. Mid-point 
sponsons can stoW bulky lightWeight items like sleeping 
bags in airtight and Waterproof security, or they can be made 
from buoyant material. They can in?ate immediately after 
attachment using gas cartridges, like Coast Guard in?atable 
lifejackets. 
A particular feature is permanent or semi-permanent 

attachment to the hull above the Waterline to eliminate drag 
unless in?ated, in Which case the in?ated sponsons are 
forced to immerse in the Water as shoWn in FIG. 2 of 
draWings, creating a massive stability arm instantly by gas 
cartridge, or in tWo minutes using an oral in?ation tube, 
Whether in?ated from the Water or the cockpit. When not 
in?ated each mid-point sponson Would be neatly stoWed in 
a small and rescue-emergency marked stoWage bag or 
covering that Would hold sponsors upWard from the Water 
line. Such an arrangement ensures that the sponsons rest 
sleekly and unobtrusively along the hull side When not 
deployed, each protected by an emergency stoWage bag or 
covering, and the midpoint sponson attachment point to the 
strap 13, shoWn in FIG. 2 as slightly beloW the Waterline, 
Would be someWhat above the Waterline to eliminate drag 
almost entirely. LikeWise an attchament point directly to the 
hull Would be above the design Waterline to eliminate all 
drag. 

Alternatively mid-point sponsons can be attached in sec 
onds by clipping on the far sponson ?rst, then sWimming the 
kayak or canoe sideWays to bring the remaining sponson 
into reach, then clipping the near sponson and in?ating both. 

It can be seen that mid-point sponsons 10 are the only 
means to create: 1) the highest secondary stability possible, 
2) the most reliable stability possible, and 3) the quickest 
stability possible, for safety; While still permitting paddling 
(or toWing) to safety, the other essential component to the 
highest possible safety standard for kayaks and canoes. This 
ultimate safety standard transforms every kayak and canoe 
into an optimally stable life raft that can be paddled to safety. 
Attachment of sponsons is a matter of seconds using secure 
clips or snaps, or no attachment time at all using the 
semi-permanent or permanent attachment feature, With 
emergency stoWage bags or coverings described above. 
In?ation time can be nearly or totally eliminated by gas 
cartridges, stoWage sponsons or solid buoyancy sponsons. 

Handling of the kayak is not adversely affected, paddling 
in Waves or calm Water. Mid-point sponsons one foot in 
diameter and tWo feet long do not interfere With paddling 
When mounted forWard or aft of the cockpit. The massive 
transverse stability is very apparent and appears to assist 
disabled paddlers With re-entry so signi?cantly that some no 
longer require a sling 14. An overturned kayak With spon 
sons deployed merely requires the paddler to kneel With full 
body Weight on the nearest sponson While gripping the far 
mid-point 13 for balance, to cause the submerged sponson to 
pop up on the other side, self-righting the kayak. This 
certainly is ultimate canoe and kayak safety by any standard, 
and far safer than any tricks of skill: rolling kayaks or 
balancing paddle?oats in emergencies. 

I claim 
1. An adjustable stability system adapted for attachment 

to any canoe or kayak, permitting the highest possible 
stability Without preventing normal paddling to safety, com 
prising: 
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a pair of buoyancy tubes, the mid-point of each buoyancy 
tube adapted for attachment to each side of a hull of a 
canoe or kayak near the Waterline and near the point of 
maximum beam on the hull Without preventing normal 
paddling to safety of said canoe or kayak, the mid-point 
of said buoyancy tubes also adapted to facilitate att 
chament from the Water after capsiZe, or from a kayak 
cockpit or canoe interior before capsiZe; 

and a means of attachment of said buoyancy tubes is 
generally above the Waterline of said canoe or kayak to 
nearly or totally eliminate drag, said buoyancy tubes 
are immersed in Water to create stability only by 
in?ation, and said buoyancy tubes are each stoWed 
against the hull in a protective bag that is marked rescue 
emergency. 

10 
2. The pair of buoyancy tubes as recited in claim 1, Which 

are capable of being in?ated by mouth. 
3. The pair of buoyancy tubes as recited in claim 1, Which 

are capable of being in?ated by gas cartridge. 
4. The pair of buoyancy tubes as recited in claim 1, Which 

are made of buoyant material. 
5. The pair of buoyancy tubes as recited in claim 1, 

capable of stoWing bulky lightWeight items inside said 
tubes, in Watertight and airtight security and stoWed on 
kayak decks or inside canoes, said stoWage capability by 
means of a roll-doWn Waterproof and airtight closure of each 
tube, or a Waterproof and airtight Zipper on each tube, both 
means of closure commonly used by Waterproof and airtight 
stoWage bags. 


